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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f and g be nonnegative functions on the interval 
]I g ]19. < CO then the H6lder Inequality may be written 
P9 4 If 0 < Ilf IIP > 
where l/p + l/q = 1, p, Q > 1. The quantity HPJ f, g) defined by (1) will 
be called the HBlder quotient. A complement of the Holder inequality gives 
a lower bound on the Hijlder quotient for p, p > 1 and an upper bound for 
p, q < 1. It is known for example that if 8 < f -*gQ < Be for some constants 
4, 19 then (see [l], [2]), 
%P(fP g) a 
qwplP~~/~[~w - 111/a [&/P - l]llP 
e-i , 
where l/p + l/q = 1, p, q > 1. If however it is known that f, g are concave 
functions then (see [3] p. 41) 
%,,(f7g) 2 6 [I + PF [1 + !P, 
where l/p + l/q = 1, p, q b 1. 
Nehari [4] has given some very general results along these lines using the 
idea of the convex hull of a class of functions. This paper gives a different 
method of obtaining complementing inequalities using a certain partial order 
‘I<” defined on a class of functions. In some cases these results are less 
general than Nehari’s and in other cases they are more general. We shall 
deal only with the case of two functions f, g but we remove the restriction 
that l/p + l/q = 1. 
82 
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2. THE GENERAL METHOD 
We shall sayfs <for equivalently f > f. (see [3] p. 33) provided 
J,;(t) dt 2 l;fo(t) dt for all XE[O,4 
and 
j-If(t) dt = jafAt) dt. 
0 
(2) 
(3) 
Hardy, Littlewood and Polya ([5] Th eorem 250) have shown that if 19(u) is a 
convex function of U and if f. , f are increasing functions of X with f. < f 
then 
j”= e(f) dx d 1’ e(fu) dx. (4 
0 0 
Clearly this same inequality will hold if f. , f are decreasing functions with 
f. > f. The inequality will be reversed if 6(U) is a concave function of U. 
We denote by f- the rearrangement off into decreasing order and define 
f+(X) = f-(u - X) h t e rearrangment off into increasing order (see [5]). It 
follows from (4) that if f. < f + then 
Ilf 112, = Ilf’ IIZI d llfo IIP for $21 (5) 
and 
llf II* = If' IlP 2 llfo IIP for P< 1. (6) 
These same two inequalities will hold if f. > f -. We shall also need the 
following result (see [5]) 
(f +, g+> 2 (f, g) 2 (f +, g-b (7) 
Our main result is the following 
THEOREM 1. Let f, g be nonnegative functions on [0, a] with 0 < ]I f IIs, 
Ilg Ila < 0~). Then 
(a) If f. is increasing with f. <f + and go is decreasing with go > g- then 
%.,(.ft d 3 %,(fo P go) ifA Q 2 1. 
(b) If f. and go are both increasing functions with f. < f + and go < g+ then 
%*,(f~ g) G I%,,(fo Y go) if A Q G 1. 
Note that we do not assume l/p + l/q = 1 in this theorem. We first 
prove part (a). In view of (5) it will be sufficient to show that (f, g) > (f. , go). 
To this end we consider the elementary integration by parts formula 
J: (f +g- -fog) = - 1: Jr [f+(t) -fowl dt 4-07, (8) 
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where we have used (3). Now (2) . pl im ies that the above integrand is non- 
negative. Since g-(X) is decreasing we see that the right-hand side of (8) 
is nonnegative. Thus we obtain (f+, g-) 3 (fO , g-). A similar formula 
implies (fs , g-) > ( f0 , g,,). Putting these inequalities together with (7) 
gives (f, g) > (fs , go). This proves part (a). The proof of part (b) is similar. 
We know from (7) that (f, g) < (ff, g+). It is easy enough to construct the 
required integration by parts formulas to show in addition that 
CL d s (ffY g’) s (f+> go) < (fo 3 go>* 
This inequality together with (6) will complete the proof of (b). 
3. APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1 
THEOREM 2. Let f, g be nonnegative concave functions on [0, a] with 
0 < Ilf II?, 3 Ilg IL < ~0. Then 
(a) H&f,g) 2 & [I + p]i’p [l + q]l/‘J al-(l/~)-(l/g) for p, q > 1. Equal- 
ity holds in case one of the functions f, g is cJC and the other one is &a - X) with 
01, t9 positive constants. 
(b) H,,,( f, g) < $ [l + p]‘/” [l + q]‘/* al-(llP)-(ll*) for - 1 <p, q < 1. 
Equality holds in case f(X) = &, g(X) = flX or else f(X) = a(a - X), 
g(X) = B(a - Xl. 
PROOF. We first suppose p, q > 1. Given functions f, g on [0, a] define 
fO(X) = F X, go(X) = F (a - X), 
where 
Ml = 
5 
af (X) dX, Mz = “g(X) dX. 
0 s 0 
(9) 
It is not difficult to show that if f, g are concave then the rearrangements 
f +, g are also concave. It is then easy enough to see that f. < f + and go > g-. 
Theorem 1 implies 
HP,fl(f, 8 2 %*(fo 9 go). 
A simple calculation using (9) in the above inequality proves Theorem 2(a). 
The proof of Theorem 2(b) is much the same. In this case we take 
foW = F K 2M go(X) = -$ x9 
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with M1 , Ma as in (10). Part (b) of Theorem 1 then implies 
Another very simple calculation completes the proof. If we let p, 4 -+ + co 
in Theorem 2(a) we obtain 
Various other results of this type may be obtained from part (b) by letting 
p, 4 tend to zero, etc. Nehari [4] p. 418 has shown that this theorem has no 
generalization to higher dimensions (see [3] p. 42). 
It is easy enough to generalize the methods used in Theorem 2 to cover 
a number of other cases. Given a nonnegative function f(X) on [0, a] we 
define the normalized function F(X) by 
F(X) = ax) 
s ‘f(t)dt ’ 0 
The functionf(X) will be said to be of class 
C, = C,(h, H, a) provided 0 < h <F(X) < H, 
C, == C,(h, H, a) provided f(X) is convex and 0 < h <F(X) < H, 
C, = C,(L, u) provided F(X) satisfies a lipschitz condition with constant L, 
IqX)--(Y)I<LIx--Y, 
C, = C,(a) providedf(X) is concave. 
Assuming thatf(X) belongs to Ci and g(X) belongs to Cj for ;, j = 1,2, 3,4, 
then Theorem 1 allows one to calculate the extreme values of the Holder 
quotient 
Hp,*(hg) 3 Ki,i for P,!l>l (11) 
fL,(f, 8 G Ki.j for P,q< 1. (12) 
In many cases the above inequalities will be nontrivial. The minimum value 
in (11) will be attained whenever one of the functionsf, g is a minimal element 
of 15% in the partial order < and the other one is a maximal element of Cj. 
The maximum value in (12) will be attained whenever f and g are both 
maximal elements or else both are minimal elements of Ci, Cj in the partial 
order -<. 
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4. ORLICZ SPACES L4 
The author would like to thank Professor J. A. Goldstein for pointing 
out this generalization. Let B(U) b e an increasing convex function of 7J with 
e(O) = 0. Define a norm I/ * llrn by 
Then Lb = {f I llf jjm < co} is a Banach space and 11 - /lb is a norm. If L, , 
L, are complementary orlicz spaces and f EL,+ , g EL, then 
s :fg dx d llf I/Q IIg IIll . 
For properties of Orlicz spaces see [6]. Equation (4) above implies 
IV llm = IV’ II4 G llfo l/m * 
Thus Theorem 1 generalizes to Orlicz spaces. 
A direct imitation of the proof of Theorem 2 gives 
THEOREM 3. Let f, g be nonnegative concave functions m [0, a]. Then 
I‘ afg dx 
llhb Ilg IlJl 3 II x IIQ :a”- x ILlI * 
Clearly there are many other generalizations of the above results. We shall 
not investigate them here. 
5. FINITE SUMS 
Given vectors a = (al, a2 ,..., a,), b = (b, , b, ,..., b,) we define a <b 
(see [3] p. 45) if 
al + a2 + a-* + a, < bl + b, + **a + b, K = 1, 2,..., n - 1 
al + a2 + .-. + a, = b, + b, + -*a + 6,. 
By analogy we define 
(a, b) 
C 4, 
f-h&, b) = II a IID II b IL = 
In view of [3] Section 28 the following theorem is obvious 
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THEOREM 4. Let a, b be vectors having nonnegative components with 
II a IID p II b IIp. > 0. Then 
(i) If a, = (al,, , a20 ,..., a,& b. = (b,, , b, ,..., b,,-,) with aiO increasing 
and bio decreasing and a,, < a+, b. > b- then I&(a, b) > HDJa, , b,) for 
P,q> 1. 
(ii) If ai,, and bi, are increasing sequences with a+ > a,, , b+ > b, then 
f&da, b) < fLa(ao ,hJ for P, 4 < 1. 
One can easily use the above theorem to show for example that 
if the sequences ai , bi are concave, 
ai > 
ai+l + ai-1 b, > bi+I + bi-, 
2 ’ ” 2 * 
One can now consider the finite sum analogue of (1 l), (12). The remarks 
following them remain equally valid in the finite case with the proper inter- 
pretation of <, Ci and Cj. 
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